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55%
at Cyber-Risk

National Statistics
Population Size1: 59,504,212 
GDP Per Capita (US$)2: 30,674.80
Fixed Broadband Subscription (2016)3: 25.43 (Per 100 inhabitants)
Mobile Broadband Subscription (2016)4: 140.43 (Per 100 inhabitants)

Key Highlights
• 55% of children in Italy are at cyber-risk.
• Cyberbullying (47%) is the top cyber-risk in the country – the same as the global average. 
• Italian children  have an average of 36 hours of screen time per week for entertainment use alone – 4 hours more 

than the global average. 
• The most common means of Internet access is through personal mobile phones (59%) and family PCs (32%). 
• Their top three online activities are watching videos (70%), sending messages via phone applications (50%), and 

listening to music (47%). 
• 94% of Italian children use social media, with WhatsApp and YouTube as their most highly used social media 

platform (88% and 43% respectively). 
• Children who own mobile phones and actively engage in social media have 11 hours more screen time per week 

and have a 27% higher chance of becoming involved in cyber-risks compared to those without mobile phones and 
are not highly active social media users.

• Nonetheless, our educator survey revealed that there continues to be a lack of widespread awareness among 
teachers of the risks that their students are facing: despite a significant proportion of children exposed to 
cyberbullying, many educators are not observing this risk and others in their students. This suggests that 
intervention may help educators and parents in confronting these risks and mediating their student’s and 
children’s digital habits. 

(Global Average  : 56%)

Average DQ Screen Time 
Management Score*

Schools & Organisations 
Reached in 2017

Students included in
2017 DQ Study

Source: 
[1] World Population Prospects – Population Division. Retrieved January 17, 2018, from http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Download/Standard/Population 
[2]  GDP per capital (US$). Retrieved January 17, 2018, from https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD 
[3] Fixed-Broadband Subscriptions. Retrieved January 17, 2018, from https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/statistics/2017/Fixed_broadband_2000-2016.xls 
[4] Mobile Broadband Subscriptions. Retrieved January 17, 2018, from https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/statistics/2017/Mobile_cellular_2000-2016.xls 

*This score represents a nation’s DQ for Screen Time Management – just one of eight core digital citizenship skills. A nation’s actual DQ Score can be attained with a national pilot of 
the full DQWorld.net programme.
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Cyber-Risks

At a Glance: Italian Children’s Exposure to Cyber-Risk

• 55% of 8-12 year olds in Italy are exposed to at least one 
cyber-risk 

• 47% have been victimised through cyberbullying in the past year
• 18% have been involved in online sexual behaviours*
• 14% have chatted with and met online strangers in real life 
• 8% meet the criteria for video game addiction  

8-12 Year Old Italian Children Involved 
with Cyber-Risks (%)
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*Online sexual behaviours includes having searched and/or visited websites with sexual content, 
having proactively downloaded/sent/received online sexual content, and/or having had sexual 
conversations online with strangers
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Digital Lives of 
8-12 Year Old Children

1. How much screen time do they have?

We found that 8-12 year olds in Italy spend an average of 36 hours in front of 
digital screens for entertainment alone, 4 hours more than the global 
average. This is the amount of time that they used their devices for 
watching TV shows and videos, playing video games, and using social 
media sites or apps. This number increases even more when we add in 
screen time for homework assignments.

Screen Time (Hours/Week)
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Digital Lives of 
8-12 Year Old Children

2. How are they accessing the Internet?

Italian children have a variety of ways to access the Internet. The 
most common means for them to do so is their own personal 
mobile phones (59%), followed by family PCs (32%). Some 
children also access to the Internet through other personal devices 
– such as their own PCs or tablets, and through shared devices –
such as family mobile phones and tablets and at school. 

How 8-12 Year Olds are accessing the Internet  (%)
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Digital Lives of 
8-12 Year Old Children

3. What are children doing online?

A majority of 8-12 year olds reported using the Internet for watching 
online videos (70%) as well as sending emails or chat messages 
through phone applications (50%). These activities were followed 
by listening to music, using a search engine, and playing video 
games.   
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Online Activities (%)

Proportion of children who engage in the following 
activities sometimes, often, and all of the time



Digital Lives of 
8-12 Year Old Children

4. Social media use among children 

Despite the legal age that children can officially start using social 
media sites or apps being 13, we found that majority of 8-12 year 
olds around the world are already actively using these platforms. 
In Italy, 94% of children are using social media services, with 32% 
being highly active on these platforms. 

Social Media Usage (%)
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Highly Active Social Media Use (%)

This refers to children who use social media for 
making/posting/sending videos and photos, creating online 

profiles, posting comments online, and buying and selling 
physical and virtual items more frequently than those who 

do so only ‘sometimes’ or ‘often’



Digital Lives of 
8-12 Year Old Children

5. Popular social media sites/apps among children

The top 5 social media applications that 8-12 year olds use are 
WhatsApp, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat and Facebook. The 
most popular social media application, WhatsApp, is 43% more 
popular amongst Italian children than their counterparts in the 
rest of the world.  

8-12 Year Olds Most Used Social Media Websites
and Applications (%)
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Screen Time (Hours/Week) Proportion at Cyber-Risk (%)

High
Social Media
Activity*

Low 
Social Media
Activity

High
Social Media
Activity*

Low 
Social Media
Activity

Children who own mobile phones and are actively involved in social media spend an average of 43 hours per week online, 11 more hours per week compared to children 
who do not own mobile phones and are not actively involved in social media. With regards to their exposure to risk, 47% of children who do not own a mobile device and 
have low social media participation are at cyber-risk – this number jumps to 74% when we look at 8-12 year olds who both own a mobile phone and are highly active social 
media users.

These numbers demonstrate that children who are highly active on social media are more likely to engage in risky behaviour. In particular, as children increasingly own 
their mobile phones at younger ages, the combination of mobile phone ownership and highly active social media use increases their likelihood of encountering harm 
online. 

Owns a
Mobile
Phone

Does not
own a
Mobile
Phone

8-12
Year
Old

42%
(g.a. 54%)

58%
(g.a. 46%)

16%
(g.a. 28%)

84%
(g.a. 72%)

59%
(g.a. 49%)

41%
(g.a. 51%)

*This refers to children who use social media for making/posting/sending videos and photos, creating online profiles, posting comments online, and buying and selling physical and virtual items more frequently than 
those who do so only ‘sometimes’ or ‘often’
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Digital Citizenship Education
A small proportion of Italian educators who participated in our 
educator survey (n = 104) are mindful of their students’ cyber-risks. 40% 
of teachers have observed their students’ excessive screen time - an 
observation that has been consistently reported by educators around 
the world as well. However, we see that in Italy, educators are less 
aware of other forms of cyber-risks, such as children’s technology 
addiction and exposure to violent contents.

Despite this small proportion,  89% of them think it is important to have 
digital citizenship education in their curriculum.

Number of Teachers Who Have Observed Children 
Facing Cyber-Risks (%) 

Teachers’ Perception of the Importance of 
Digital Citizenship Education (%) 
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Digital Citizenship Education
How Often Do Teachers Teach 

Digital Citizenship? (%)
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Frequency of Teaching

Furthermore, we also found that about 54% of Italian educators who 
participated in our study have included digital citizenship education in 
their classrooms, teaching these skills to their students at least a few 
times every 3 months.



DQ Highlights
Leading the charge for #DQEveryChild in Italy

In October 2017, Boboto Srl Società Benefit, a B Corp company 
dedicated to education, inclusivity, and social innovation in Italy, 
reached out to the DQ Institute to help implement the 2017 DQ Study in 
Italy. Iliana Morelli and her team not only helped translate the Study 
into Italian, but also reached out to their network of schools and 
launched a persuasive social media campaign. In just under two 
months, the Boboto team successfully rolled out the 2017 DQ Study to 
over 1,500 8-12 year old children. 

The Study provides schools and educators the necessary foundations 
for shaping their pedagogical approach to digital citizenship education 
by providing them with a preliminary understanding of their students’ 
digital competencies.  

In the year ahead, the Institute will be further collaborating with and 
supporting Boboto’s efforts to translate and localise the DQ World 
programme and propel the #DQEveryChild movement even further. 

Boboto’s Social Media Campaign to spread the 2017 DQ Study across their 
network of schools
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In the Media
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“In this age of such digital and 
technology revolution, I believe that 
it’s absolutely essential to teach 
children their rights and obligations 
regarding networking and 
technology.”

Iliana Morelli
CEO & Founder of Boboto S.R.L. 
Società Benefit

From Our Partners

“Safer Internet Day e report 
#DQEveryChild: in Italia piu della meta 
dei bambini e esposto a rischi
informatici”
- Corriere Salentino, 6th February 2018

This national report is part of the 2018 DQ Impact Report, an annual report 
summarising the state of online safety and digital citizenship of 8-12 year olds 
children around the world and reviewing the impact of #DQEveryChild in improving 
digital citizenship among children. The full report can be read here.

About this Report

https://www.dqinstitute.org/2018dq_impact_report/
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